Penn Video to Commence U. Broadcasts Next Term

Penn Video, the newest campus medium, will begin broadcasting in the fall. The video center plans to tape television programs to the University's home fans by the end of the fall semester. The station Manager Michael Silver. The new station initially plans to broadcast 33 hours per week, including the Superbowl location, although Silver stated that the video center's equipment and its Televion system could be improved in the future. Meanwhile, plans include transmissions of some tapes in various other places around campus which the present system cannot be used for their program's transmissions.

The new station initially plans to broadcast for approximately five weeks, with time divided between commercial programs and student programs. Silver said. During the program time, Penn Video will broadcast tapes of original shows produced by others, student sports events, cultural affairs, and other campus activities. Commercial will be used for those programs.

The station's single week, which Silver said would take about two minutes per week, will be "spotless," the station Manager Michael Silver. The station's primary goal is to present or re-use or view of the existing activity with a live advertising budget that wants to promote in upcoming events or even an event at an even of its own time.

While the station's broadcast group, in view of the station Silver said. (Continued on page 3)

Pennsylvania University Students Will Receive Damage Awards for 1972 Arrests

By JINKEL

When Associate Professor of Psychology Martin Seligman had himself admitted to a suburban Philadelphia psychiatric hospital last October, he was looking for evidence of unlawful treatment of patients to hold out in several cases of psychiatric abuse.

For the moment, Penn Video will be able to broadcast beyond the Superbowl location, although Silver said.

The new station initially plans to broadcast for approximately five weeks, with time divided between commercial programs and student programs. Silver said. During the program time, Penn Video will broadcast tapes of original shows produced by others, student sports events, cultural affairs, and other campus activities. Commercial will be used for those programs.

The station's single week, which Silver said would take about two minutes per week, will be "spotless," the station Manager Michael Silver. The station's primary goal is to present or re-use or view of the existing activity with a live advertising budget that wants to promote in upcoming events or even an event at an even of its own time. Silver said.

While the station's broadcast group, in view of the station Silver said. (Continued on page 3)

Psych Prof Commits Himself to Study Treatment

By STEVE EISENHOWER

When Associate Professor of Psychology Martin Seligman had himself admitted to a suburban Philadelphia psychiatric hospital last October, he was looking for evidence of unlawful treatment of patients to hold out in several cases of psychiatric abuse.

Seligman's interest in working at a psychiatric hospital from the inside stemmed partly from his reading a fairly published study published last year by Standard Professor of Psychology L. I. Rosenthal. Rosenthal and his publication finding was that hospital personnel were unable to distinguish seriously harmless from extreme treatment.
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**Student Riot Squelched; Girl's Dorm Besieged**

By MARTIN MARGOLE

A planned rowboatton erupted last night in the Beta Theta Pi fraternity in the Dormitories. According to Lack and a witness, Robert Lack and undergraduates poured into the dormitories, Daily Pennsylvanian reported.

By MARTIN MARGOLE

Monday, April 30

A planned rowbotton erupted last night in the Beta Theta Pi fraternity in the Dormitories, Daily Pennsylvanian reported.

**Betts Theta Pi Thrown Off Campus For Entire Year**

Beta Theta Pi fraternity has been "definitely thrown off campus" for the entire year, according to the Beta Theta Pi fraternity Judicial Committee, according to an announcement this morning.

**Beautys Plan Concert On Campus**

Spectacular Scheduled For April

By MARKH. ROSS and VICTOR FILLER

The Beatles plan a concert on the Princeton Campus this spring, according to an announcement this morning.

**FRIDAY NIGHT- SATURDAY NIGHT**

**Peace Union Speakers Denounce Viet War**

More than fifty people attended the Peace Union's rally against the war in Viet Nam, on the Princeton University Campus last night.

**Draft Dodgers Turn In Cards At Local Rally**

Thirty-three young men, including an undergraduate student, signed their draft cards and pledged to refuse military induction during a Princeton rally last night.

**FRIDAY NIGHT- SATURDAY NIGHT**
The Federal Reserve System

By Alan Jacobson

A period of economic isolation followed the Panic of 1907. The result: National Banking System was deemed viable only with the monetary responsibilities of the United States, President Wilson signed the Federal Reserve Act. The Federal Reserve System, which has much in common with the United States monetary policy. It is composed of Federal Reserve banks, Federal Reserve banks, and the Board of Governors, which is headed by the Federal Open Market Committee and the Federal Reserve Board.

Member banks, slightly less than all of commercial banks in the United States, are members of the Federal Reserve System. National banks are also members by Federal Reserve Act. Their chief function is to control the reserve requirements of member banks and to keep the interest in reserve banks charged when loaning capital to member banks. The Board also authorizes the sale of purchase of government securities by reserve banks. Board members are appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The seven governors and the chairman of the Federal Open Market Committee are also appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The chairman is the head of the Federal Reserve System. He is the chief banker of the United States, with the power to control the reserve requirements of member banks. Urban banks must pay larger reserve deposits than are required by rural banks. In addition, member banks must purchase stock in the Federal Reserve Bank. The amount of stock purchased is calculated based on the number of deposits that the bank has made in its district Federal Reserve Bank. The Reserve System is composed of the nation's commercial banks and the Federal Reserve Notes issued by the Reserve Banks.

When we maintain that Dr. Barker is an "accomplished teacher," we allude to a period of growth, adjustment, and re-adjustment which has marked his path to teaching supremacy. Here we evidently have the case of a teacher who, in his teachings, is in fact all things to all people.

The following is the text of the 1974 Ivey Ode presented at Hey Day and performed by Master Mannerly and Young Robert Young of Mark and Mel. This year's Ivey Ode is a dramatic monologue from the Ivey collection. An ode, a poem in the form of free verse, is a form much liked by our ancestors. The form of 1907, as such, is reminiscent of Clayton Fugate, whose monologues we are bound to keep in mind in the present.

The best way to present the ode is certainly to quote the whole ode, as it was delivered.
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TOMORROW!
Our Last Issue

Department of Music

Medieval Concert
by the Collegium Musicum
plus the New World Consort
in Adam de la Halle’s
Le Jeu de Robin et Marion,
a 13th-century musical comedy

Wednesday, May 1
The Annenberg Center
and Thursday, May 2
The Harold Prince Theatre
Free tickets at door

News in Brief

Senate Debates Control Measure
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Bringing
all charges of perjury, politics,
dancing and beer that have
finally converged on a
highly relevant President Nixon.
They covered their charges are clear:
7. members in the Senate is ex-
pected sometime this week, after
several days of debate. Then the
resolution would have to clear the
senate before the prospects are even
looked at.

To all events, legislation which
the subject is a vote, has no
majority approval before controls
expire or at midnight Wednesday.
In addition to the controls bill, the
ी

WASHINGTON (UPI)—Sources
close to the House impeachment
inquiry said Sunday President Nixon
apparently faces no danger of being
cited for contempt of Congress if he
refuses to comply with the panel’s
requests for tapes, because many
members favor a different legal
strategy to supply requested evidence
for 18 random shootings

\textit{DUPLICATE KNOCK!}
\textit{FRATERNITIES!}
\textit{SORITIES!}

\textbf{Don't forget the DP Freshman Issue Ad Deadline: May 20}

\textbf{CLUBS!}

\textbf{MORE THAN ONCE UPON A TIME}

\textbf{WHEN YOU'RE HAVING MORE THAN ONE
Mitchell, Stans Acquitted

(Continued from page 1)
said counsel has to make inaccurate statements to the grand jury that indicted the two men.

Mitchell, 50, smiling broadly, his two teeth in a jaunty side and raising his right hand as he spoke, was the subject of top analysts and reporters as he left the federal district court building. The media has been following him to court since the beginning of the trial.

Penn Video

(Continued from page 1)

said "we have a lot of people watch television at night and I expect to attract a large group of people since a lot of our shows will relate directly to students from the campus environment."

The activity was originally formed last February by a group of students in a CTS course offered by television production manager; and Jan Mizrahi and Ilene Hecht as co-sales managers. The position of director of administration was vacant at the time.

The Activity was originally formed last February by a group of students in a CTS course offered by television production manager; and Jan Mizrahi and Ilene Hecht as co-sales managers. The position of director of administration was vacant at the time.

Anderson

(Continued from page 1)

1997. Anderson attended the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign at the time.

Most of them could not be reached for comment about the outcome. Mitchell has to appear in court again, no other change face him.
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PUC Presents

The final performance of Sir James Barrie's play "Peter Pan" tonight 8pm

Harrison Smith Penniman Room

Admission Free

THE KATZ MEOW

Remember the beautiful girls Flo Ziegfeld made famous -- and the show biz careers they won and the rich men they went on to marry? Now there's a whole new financial and professional opportunity waiting for you, too. If you're a gorgeous, sumptuous, "drop dead" looking showgirl... and looking to be luxuriously costumed here's the opportunity that's waiting for you. We have a jet set clientele at a beautiful showplace that's the talk of the town. You'll be personally trained to become one of Harry Jay Katz's Cafe Erlanger Showgirls and your duties will be to serve an uncomplicated menu and drinks to our international beautiful people crowd. And your reward for being beautiful is $200 week and gratuities you gather from this free spending group.

So hurry up and call 541-5054. The easy part's the job--the hard part is to be beautiful!
Penn Splits vs. Navy, Melts Mr. Softy in 2-1 Weekend

By JOE BARKS

If you just can't get enough of the thrill of the

workshop, try bringing Real Baseball A to

your hometown for a weekend doubleheader. The

tigers hip confidence in their hitting prowess so

and a four-run lead in the fifth inning. He'd
definitely have won if Penn hadn't left the

batter with so much room for error. Just

out in the Georgia game

n just in the nick of time to

the Quaker hitters hope for a perfect weekend.

Penn's nationally ranked pitching

the regionals. The tigers fell behind early,

in the ninth inning, and


Mora love's command

Virginia Slams Final

By BOB AYERS

With calm determination, Olga
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championship. The task ahead of the
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Tony Waldrop Runs 3:53.2 in Franklin Mile; Tennessee Surprises with Three Relay Wins

By DAVE MILLER

It wasn’t a brain race, but the crowd went wild at the Penn Relays when Tony Waldrop finished second in the Ben Franklin Mile. Waldrop, a two-time national indoor champion, had been expected to win, but he was caught by a surging home stretch by pacemaker Tony Kikes, who finished in 3:53.2.

Three other entrants-England’s Ray Smedley (3:57.2), Tennessee’s Jaron Johnson and one from San Diego State—were ahead through three-quarters of the race, but Smedley faded at the end, and Johnson and San Diego State’s Mike Black tied the tape. The race was won by Waldrop, who ran a 4:00.8 mile, and was the fastest ever recorded in a high school mile relay.

The race was a classic, with Waldrop splitting the field with his extended drive, but the last leg was just as exciting. In the final 800 meters, it was a dead heat between Waldrop and Kikes, who were neck and neck at the finish line.

Kikes split the field with his extended drive, but the eventual winner, Waldrop, dug deep on the last leg and beat Kikes to the line. Waldrop’s winning time of 3:53.2 broke the previous record of 3:55.1, set by Tony Kikes in 1991.
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